Professional Services Consultants have ultimate responsibility for the smooth implementation of systems with our customers,
by ensuring the implementation is mapped effectively to the needs of the customer and planned effectively.



To effectively project manage the implementation projects, maximising resources and profitability within
projects



To ensure the project is defined effectively and the customer understands the specifications of the software
i.e. What is included / what is not included. Ensures customer sign off documentation is complete



To liaise with the customers to define, or help define, requirements, specifications for modifications to the
software.



To assist the development team with understanding of specifications during the development of
modifications and subsequently test and document developed changes.



To train colleagues in the operation of modified software, as and when required, to ensure a smooth hand
over of projects to the support function.



To train the customer’s project team and provide knowledge transfer in the operation of modified software,
as and when required



To provide accounts and associated applications training and demonstration including undertaking
demonstrations to support pre-sale consultancy



To provide accounts application training & consultancy for the customer.



To take responsibility within an implementation to ensure all customer documentation is completed and in
particular that a pre live check list is completed and that the customer is ready to go live



To resolve, or assist in the resolution, of customer problems and queries arising from the implementation
and subsequent live operation of standard or modified software at customer sites.



To attend project meetings when required, internally or with clients, to gain or impart knowledge on
current status of projects and to document details when appropriate.



To complete all relevant project management documentation and help with standardisation of same



To assist the support function at all times on current or previously implemented systems, as and when
required, by taking support calls from clients when appropriate.
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To cover for colleagues, as and when required, in all areas where knowledge overlaps, and to undertake
other such duties as may reasonably be requested.



Timesheet completion in line with company procedures



To ensure project work is invoiced and all hours are billed to the customer



Escalate any complexities to the programme manager



Lives the core values and takes responsibility for ensuring an experience of excellence for the customer



Demonstrates strong communication skills, both verbal and written



Can present at a senior level and ensure the presentations are pitched commercially and are focused on the
customer’s needs



Negotiates with the customer ensuring any conflict is managed professionally



Influences the customer to follow a process that will help with the smooth transition to iQ



60% of weekly hours are billable



60% of weekly hours are invoiced and payment is received



Completion of projects on target



Evaluation of customer satisfaction of the implementation process

If you are interested in the position, please Email your CV to: careers@intactsoftware.com
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